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Codes of traditional and un-desecrated landscape:
  ▫ priceless values
  ▫ continuum and catholicity
  ▫ absolute value
  ▫ significant element of development
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Collapse or misbalance of Codes =
lost of pattern

Pattern =
recognizable time or spatial regularity or the connection between
specific elements

Sustainable tourism =
appropriate course and strategy to keep retrieved
pattern stable
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Bosnia and Herzegovina: geographical framework
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Bosnia and Herzegovina: historical overview _ rich vs. complicated past

inhabited since the Neolithic inhabited by Illyrians since the Roman Province since year 9. Slavic onslaught from the VI Century Bosnia as a feudal state from the
“Retrieving pattern in a context of sustainable tourism”

Bosnia and Herzegovina: historical overview _ rich vs. complicated past

Bosnian kingdom XIV-XV Century
Ottoman Period XV Century – 1831
Bosnian Autonomy 1831 – 1878
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Bosnia and Herzegovina: 
**historical overview _ rich vs. complicated past**

Austro – Hungarian Period 1878–1914
First World War 1914–1918
Second World War 1941-1945
SFRJ 1945-1992
Aggression 1992-1995
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Latest war brought in state of disappearance of certain patterns
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Degraded and disturbed continuity of place existence and its pattern

= severe problem for environment

“The significance of place lays in the memories associated with it.“

Rossi (1982.)

= readable in pattern
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Adjustment inability and evolution on time-space scale

= attenuation and disappearance of pattern
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“The essential feature which must be maintained is the identity of the system. This identity can be defined as that which distinguishes the system from its background or environment. This allows the emergence of systems whose state may change but whose identity is maintained.”

Batty (2001.)
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Case study: confluences of rivers Drina and Neretva

- readings of pattern
- definition of state
- choosing the model of rehabilitation
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Case study: confluences of rivers Drina and Neretva

Reasons of depaternization:
derent circumstances + emigration of population

Chosen method:
urban typology + architectural emblematic elements + natural and ambient datum of environment
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Confluence of river Drina
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Confluence of river Drina
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Confluence of river Neretva
Stolac municipality – village introduction

- isolated and wild nature
- origin population oriented
- UNESCO heritage - Stolac
- park of nature – Hutovo Blato
- cave- archeological site from
- archeheological site from
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Confluence of river Neretva
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Confluence of river Neretva
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Conclusion:

- Retrieving of pattern = spatial catalyst by different aspects, such as sustainable tourism

- Chosen and mapped sites = natural values and elements of cultural-historical heritage, what classifies them as important resources for sustainable tourism

- Mapped capacities of rural architecture and their location in a broader context inside specific regions, allows implementation of propagated principle of grid creation, as a basis for support and sustainable tourism development.
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